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There’s no shortage of amazing places to eat and drink in Bali, and everyone has a favourite bar or restaurant in Bali, to give our own
lowdown on the best places to eat, drink, and 'must do' experie

SURF SPOTS ON THE WEST COAST
Indonesia is home to some of the best and most consistent surf on the planet. Blessed with a diverse selection of waves from sand
bottom beach breaks to gnarly shallow reef breaks, and everything in between, Indonesia offers surfers that perfect wave filled escape,
suited to all abilities and budgets. Looking to book a trip suited to your budget and ability? Don’t know whether to jump on a Boat or
Echo beach
chillax at a land camp? Here at The Bali Bible we have teamed up with some of the best operators in the region to help our fans and
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Berawa Beach
Berawa Beach is a beautiful beach with white sand stretch from Seminyak Beach with panoramic view
to the Indian Ocean. This beach is the most enthused by the surfers because the great wave, powerful
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MEDEWI
Medewi provides a long easy left hand wall, perfect for beginners, yet still fun for intermediate surfers
looking for open clean faces to practice turns. The local Warungs provide excellent cheap Indonesian
food and Pekutatan,
drinks and Jembrana
are a greatRegency,
place to hang…
Medewi,
Bali, Indonesia
Phone Not Available
See More...
2011 views

4 stars

Airport Left
Airport Lefts provides a fun left hand wave which turns on once the other world class waves of the
Bukit Peninsula start breaking above 6 ft. The break can be reached by boat from Jimbaran. Direction:
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AIRPORT RIGHTS
In smaller swells airport rights offers an option for beginners to test their ability in mellow reef break
waves. In bigger swells Airport rights will throw down powerfull walls with sneaky tube sections. Being
one
of the few rights in the area the break…
Tuban
62818356387
See More...
2438 views
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Balian Tabanan, West Bali
On the island???s west coast, you have a different beach scene, with dark volcanic sand and waves
that appeal to surfers the world over. Some are fringed by rice paddies and palm trees, adding to its
exotic appeal. For
non-surfers,
it???s
a nice sandy…
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Phone Not Available
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Seminyak Beach
Seminyak beach is Bali's most fashionable beach, home to among the island's luxurious resorts and
host to a number of fine restaurants and boutiques. Fashion stores and top dining spots with
international
chefsBali,
cooking
up world-class cuisine line the…
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Indonesia
Phone Not Available
See More...
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